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ABSTRACT
Atlantic Salmon Bafinivirus (ASBV) is a recently discovered coronavirus of fish,

isolated from farmed Atlantic salmon. The ASBV genome, similarly to other bafiniviruses,
has 4 major open reading frames (ORFs): replicase polyprotein (pp1a/1b), spike (S),
membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins. Genome sequence analysis of ASBV
revealed a putative sixth protein, a 110 amino-acid polypeptide, which most likely

corresponds to the envelope (E) protein in coronaviruses of the subfamily Coronavirinae.

The main objective of this research was to investigate viral replication and viral

genome composition of ASBV.

The aims of this research were to characterize the

replication kinetics of ASBV, to investigate ASBV receptor binding by partially
characterizing the S1 subunit of the S protein, and to investigate transcription studies of a
putative Envelope “E” gene of ASBV. This research was undertaken to advance our
understanding of molecular interactions between ASBV and host cells.

Viral replication of ASBV was monitored in KF1 and CHSE-214 fish cell lines using

detection of cytopathogenic effects (CPE) and indirect immunofluorescence. CPE was noted
in infected KF1 cells, however, was not noted in CHSE-214 cells. Immunofluorescence
experiments showed strong fluorescence in the cytoplasm of KF1 cells and weaker

fluorescence in CHSE-214 cells, suggesting that the virus is able to affect both KF1 and
CHSE-214 cells.

Partial characterization of the S1 subunit of the S protein of ASBV was attempted to

determine the location of the receptor binding domain within the S1 subunit of ASBV. Due

to the inability to produce concentrated pure proteins from ASBV S protein gene constructs
for use in binding assays, this objective was not achieved.
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Transcription studies of the ASBV putative “E” gene resulted in preliminary data

which may support the existence of an ASBV “E” gene, however at this time it isn’t possible

to conclude whether the putative ASBV “E” gene is in fact an envelope protein or
homologue. At this time, more in depth research on this topic is suggested in order to
further elucidate the role of the putative ASBV “E” gene.

As ASBV is a recently isolated virus, there are a number of specific research

questions that currently remain unanswered. An overarching conclusion to this research is
the difficulty of characterization of novel fish viruses, and the need for additional research.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW
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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO AQUACULTURE

Aquaculture, the rearing and harvesting of fish and shellfish, is the fastest growing

animal food-producing sector worldwide (FAO, Prospects for Aquaculture, 2014). In 2014,

Aquaculture contributed more to aquatic food destined for human consumption than did

traditional fisheries. Aquaculture’s share of production is projected to rise to 62% by as
early as 2030. This expansion in aquaculture is in response to declining natural marine

resources, in conjunction with a rapidly expanding human population, and an increased
demand for high quality animal protein.

Unlike traditional terrestrial animal agriculture, aquaculture presents a variety of

unique challenges for growers, especially in reference to the control of infectious diseases,
such as viruses (Rimstad, 2011). Aquaculture involves rearing large numbers of fish of a

given aquatic species. This high-density environment facilitates emergence of diseases that

may be harmless under natural conditions (Kibenge, 2019). The animal-dense conditions
within these facilities can also lead to an increase in animal stress, which may further
facilitate disease (Schuetze et al., 2006).

The aquaculture facilities are often in natural environments, such as a pen and net

system in the ocean. This leads to both the farmed, and wild fish in that region experiencing

the same viral challenges, as they share the same water column (Saksida, Gardner, & Kent,
2014). The high-density environments in aquaculture can facilitate viruses carried by a

wild population of fish, which cannot be sustained in nature due to insufficient population

density (Ward, & Lafferty, 2004). The outcome of this environment is a continuous
emergence of aquatic viruses in aquaculture (Kibenge, 2019). An example of a virus that
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may have emerged this way is Atlantic Salmon Bafinivirus (ASBV), a coronavirus of fish
(Kibenge et al., 2018).
1.1 CORONAVIRUSES

Coronaviruses are enveloped, single-stranded RNA viruses that replicate in the

cytoplasm of the host cell (Cavanaugh, 2005). These viruses affect a wide range of hosts,

including humans, fish, and crustaceans, and frequently target the epithelial cells of the
respiratory or enteric tract (Cavanaugh, 2005). These viruses mainly cause respiratory

distress, as seen in Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in humans (Galvani, 2004),

or gastroenteritis, as seen in Transmissible Gastroenteritis (TGE) in swine (Xia et al., 2018).

To date, for the majority of coronaviruses (exempting effective vaccines for TGE in pigs,

and Infectious Bronchitis in chickens), there are no effective vaccines or anti-viral
treatments (CDC, 2015, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/downloads/factsheet-

mers_en.pdf).

1.1.1 Taxonomy of Coronaviruses
Coronaviruses belong to the order Nidovirales (International Committee on

Taxonomy of Viruses). The name Nidovirales comes from the Latin word “nidus”, which
roughly translates to “the nest”; this is in reference to the nested set of mRNAs that will be

transcribed during replication (Cavanaugh, 1997). This order is comprised of four virus

families which include: Coronaviridae, Arteriviridae, Roniviridae, and Mesoniviridae (de

Groot et al., 2012; Lauber et al., 2012; Zirkel et al., 2013). There are a number of shared

features between these four virus families, including their positive sense single stranded

RNA genomes, their similar genome organization and replication strategy, and a unique
3

strategy of genome expression. The unique strategy of genome expression used by

members of the order Nidovirales includes the production of a 3’-coterminal nested set of

5-7 sub-genomic mRNAs and includes the use of unique enzymes such as endoribonuclease
(Gorbalenya et al., 2006).

While there are many similarities between members of the order Nidovirales, there

are also notable differences between the four-member virus families. One of the most

notable differences is the average size of the viral genomes. The Coronaviridae family
contains the largest RNA viruses, with average genomes ranging in size from 25.4 -31.8 kb,

whereas the average member of the Arteriviridae family has a genome that ranges in size
from 12-16 kb (Gorbalenya et al., 2006; Kuhn et al., 2016). Another noteworthy difference

in members of the order Nidovirales is the symmetry of the nucleocapsids, in which

Coronaviridae is helical, Arteriviridae is icosahedral, Roniviridae is bacilliform, and
Mesoniviridae is spherical. Notably, members of the order Nidovirales infect a varied host
range, which includes both vertebrates and invertebrates.

The family Coronaviridae is comprised of two subfamilies: Coronavirinae, and

Torovirinae (Gonzales et al., 2003). The subfamily Coronavirinae contains a number of

viruses associated primarily with mammals and birds that cause a large range of diseases

with a variety of symptoms. In humans a member of the subfamily Coronavirinae may

present as benign as a common cold, or as acutely as a severe respiratory disease. The

second subfamily, Torovirinae, contains viruses that are able to infect both terrestrial and

aquatic animals. Coronavirinae contains four genera: Alphacoronavirus, Betacoronavirus,

Gammacoronavirus, and Deltacoronavirus. Genus Alphacoronavirus contains viruses such as

transmissible gastroenteritis virus, which affects swine, and can cause up to 100%
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mortality in young pigs (Xia et al., 2018). Genus Betacoronavirus subdivides into four
groups (A-D). Group A includes mouse hepatitis virus, canine respiratory coronavirus, and

multiple human coronaviruses. Group B consists of the SARS coronavirus, as well as cat,

raccoon, and bat coronaviruses. Group C contains the Middle Eastern Respiratory
Syndrome (MERS) coronavirus, and Group D contains viruses of bats (Lau at al., 2013).

Genus Gammacoronavirus includes avian infectious bronchitis virus as well as turkey
coronaviruses, and new largely uncharacterized viruses from wild birds and marine

mammals such as dolphins and whales (Woo et al., 2012). Genus Deltacoronavirus
primarily includes viruses from mammals and wild birds (Dong et al., 2007). It is thought

that alpha and beta coronaviruses originate in bats, whereas gamma and delta
coronaviruses originate in birds (Fehr & Perlman, 2015).

The subfamily Torovirinae contains two genera: Torovirus, and Bafinivirus. The

genus Torovirus contains the cattle pathogen Breda virus, whereas the genus Bafinivirus
contains fish pathogens, such as White bream virus, Fathead minnow virus, and Chinook
Salmon bafinivirus (Tokarz et al., 2015; Batts et al., 2012).
1.1.2 Virion Structure of Coronaviruses
Coronaviruses have enveloped virions that range in size from 80-220 nm. They are

considered to be pleomorphic, although they are often spherical or rod-shaped. The virions
of coronaviruses have distinctive and large (20nm) club-shaped protein spikes protruding

from the viral envelope. The club shaped spike projections are viral peplomers composed
of trimers of the S protein. The virion contains a large positive sense single stranded RNA
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genome; it is important to note that the genomic RNA is 5’ capped and 3’ polyadenylated
and is infectious. (de Groot et al., 2012)

1.1.3 Structural Proteins of Coronaviruses
Coronaviruses encode five structural proteins in their genomes. These proteins

include the S protein, the nucleocapsid protein (N), a triple spanning membrane protein

(M), a hemagglutinin-esterase protein (HE), and envelope glycoproteins (E) (Cavanaugh,

2005).

The N proteins are phosphoproteins that play a role in virion structure, as well as

replication and transcription (Mcbride, Zyl, & Feilding, 2014). The N proteins are
associated with the RNA genome and form the nucleocapsid. The M glycoproteins have

three transmembrane regions, which lead to this protein being referred to as a triple
spanning membrane protein (Neuman et al., 2011). The M proteins are glycosylated in the

golgi apparatus of the host cell. This modification of the protein plays an important role as
the M glycoprotein assists in fusing the virion with the host cell plasma membrane and
makes the protein antigenic. The M protein also plays a role in regenerating virions when

the virus is within the host cell. In addition to the coronaviruses main S proteins, some
coronaviruses have secondary shorter spikes composed of the HE protein (de Groot, 2006).

This is seen primarily in betacoronoviruses. This HE protein is a class one glycoprotein that
shares 30% sequence identity with the HE fusion protein from influenza C.

The E protein is a small glycoprotein that ranges in size from 76-109 AA. For some

coronaviruses, the E protein plays a role in the assembly and morphogenesis of virions
within the cell (Neuman et al., 2011).
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The S protein is an external protein, which can be seen on the surface of the viruses’

virion (Delmas, & Laude, 1990). The S proteins form homotrimers, which creates the
formation of crown like projections, which had given rise to the name coronaviruses in

reference to “Corona” which roughly translates to “the crown”. The N-terminal portion of
the S protein is able to bind to specific cell surface receptors on the plasma membranes of
host cells, which then allows for proteolytic cleavage of the S protein, which triggers fusion

of the coronavirus virion with the plasma membrane of the host cell. In this way S proteins
play a dual role for coronaviruses, first of binding the host cell, and then of fusion with the
host cell.

All members of Coronaviridae do not contain all five structural proteins (ICTV 9th

Report, 2011). To date it is thought that Bafiniviruses contain only three of the five

structural proteins, S, M, and N, whereas Toroviruses contain S, M, N, and HE. The envelope

(E) protein has only been recorded in Arteriviruses and Coronaviruses.
1.1.4 Spike protein Subdomains

The S protein is a large class one-fusion protein that is highly glycosylated and plays

a very important role in replication and attachment for coronaviruses in both binding and
fusion (Belouzard et al., 2012). The S protein largely determines host spectrum and tissue

tropism associated with individual coronaviruses and can be broken into two subdomains;

an N- terminal domain called the S1 domain, and a C-terminal domain called the S2 domain
(Li, 2016). The S1 domain is responsible for receptor binding and contains the receptor-
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binding domain (RBD), whereas the S2 domain is responsible for fusion and contains the
fusion peptide (FP) (Li, 2016).

Figure 1.1 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-CoV) S protein schematic, Belouzard
et al., 2012.
As the RBD plays a large role in viral entry into host cells, as well as a potential role

in the development of antivirals against a specific virus, determining the location of the

RBD in new viruses is often one of the early steps of characterization. The exact location of
the RBD in the S protein genome appears to be relatively conserved among coronaviruses,
although there is still some debate on the exact location of the RBD in many viruses (Jiang
et al., 2012). Table 1.1 shows the hypothesized location of the RBD in various

coronaviruses ranges between 306 – 607 AA. It should be noted that there is evidence of
strain variation within MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV and Human Corona Virus (HCoV), and this

could contribute to the variation in suspected location of the RBD (Xu et al., 2004; Kim et
al., 2016; Gerna et al., 2006).

Table 1.1. Location of the receptor-binding domain (RBD) in various coronaviruses S
protein genes
Virus

Source

Location (A.A.)
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MERS-CoV
SARS-CoV

HCoV-229E

Wang et al., 2013
Mou et al., 2013
Wang et al., 2013
Mou et al., 2013
Ng et al., 2014
Bonavia et al., 2003

1.1.5 Viral Life Cycles of Coronaviruses

367 -607
383-572
306-527
323-502
318-510
417-547

Coronavirus replication occurs in the cytoplasm of the host cell (Fehr, & Perlman,

2015). Viral entry involves viral attachment to the host cell, followed by viral fusion of the

viral envelope with the host cell membrane. Attachment of the virus to the host cell is
mediated by the virus’ S protein to the host cell’s surface receptors. Coronaviruses use a

variety of cellular proteins as binding receptors, and in some cases, they can even bind to
nonspecific receptors; this can be seen with TGE, which binds to sialic acid as an entry
receptor.

Fusion with host cell membranes is also mediated by the virus’ S protein (Li, 2016).

The S protein in coronaviruses is a class one fusion protein, meaning it requires proteolytic
cleavage to become active. This cleavage occurs via host cell-specific proteases and occurs

after the S protein has mediated binding to the host cell. This cleavage triggers fusion, and
the viral genome is released into the cytoplasm.

Virus replication and transcription occurs in virus modified endoplasmic reticulum

derived vesicles in the cytoplasm (Fehr, & Perlman, 2015). The first 2/3rds of the viral RNA

serves as a messenger RNA for translation into two large open reading frames that encode
the subunits of the polymerase as a single polyprotein. This polyprotein is then cleaved by
viral proteases into two non-structural proteins called nsp1 and nsp16.

These non-
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structural proteins are used to assemble the active replicase-transcriptase complex, which
contains the RNA polymerase and accessory proteins.

The viral polymerase is used to synthesize full length complementary RNA using the

genome as a template and starting at the 3’ end (Fehr, & Perlman, 2015). This is referred to
as the anti-genome and is subsequently copied back into positive sense RNA. The viral RNA

dependant RNA polymerase then synthesizes a nested set of mRNAs of varying sizes. These

RNAs are generated by a discontinuous synthesis of negative sense RNA. The template
switching that is noted during transcription is considered a hallmark of coronavirus

replication and plays a large role in the accumulation of mutations in RNA genomes. Due to

the discontinuous replication strategy favored by members of the order Nidovirales, there
is a high frequency of genetic recombination when co-infection occurs. This is thought to
be largely due to the template switching by the RNA polymerase (Fehr, & Perlman, 2015).

The processing and transportation of several of the envelope glycoproteins of

coronaviruses occurs simultaneously with the genome transcription and translation. The M
protein is directed to the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum. As a result of this, virions

of coronaviruses bud into the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum, where they are
transported in golgi-derived vesicles to the plasma membrane for exocytosis. (Fehr, &
Perlman, 2015)

1.1.6 Clinical and Economic Implications of Coronaviruses
Coronavirus and coronavirus-like infections have been described in swine, cattle,

horses, camels, cats, dogs, rodents, birds, bats, rabbits, ferrets, mink, fish, crustaceans, and
various wildlife species (Graham & Baric, 2010). Coronaviruses are a very important group
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of pathogens for veterinary medicine, human medicine, as well as agriculture. Severity of

symptoms and disease associated with coronaviruses range from the common cold, to
severe acute respiratory distress. It is also important to note that many coronavirus
infections are subclinical (Lai et al., 2005; Licitra et al., 2014).

Significant human coronavirus pathogens include SARS, Human Coronavirus 229E

(HCoV-229E), and Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). MERS is a zoonotic viral

respiratory disease caused by the coronavirus MERS‐CoV. MERS-CoV was first isolated and

identified in Jordan in April 2012. To date, the World Health Organization (WHO) has
recorded 2,220 laboratory-confirmed cases resulting in at least 790 deaths. Typical MERS
symptoms include fever, cough, and shortness of breath; pneumonia is also common,

although some laboratory confirmed cases are reported as asymptomatic. Based on current
statistics, approximately 35% of reported patients with MERS have died (Azhar et al., 2014;
WHO, 2019, https://www.who.int/csr/disease/coronavirus_infections/faq/en/).

Coronaviruses of veterinary significance include feline infectious peritonitis (FIP) in

cats, avian infectious bronchitis in chickens, and porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED) as well
as TGE in pigs. TGE is an acute, viral disease of pigs of all ages, which is characterized by

diarrhea and vomiting (Xia et al., 2018). TGE can be transmitted between pigs rapidly and
is known to cause high mortality in piglets less than 2 weeks in age (Xia et al., 2018).

Outbreaks of TGE can be traced back to 1943 in the USA, however the first documented
outbreaks were reported in 1946 (Xia et al., 2018).

Although some coronaviruses can be subclinical, or as harmless as the common cold,

it is also clear that some coronaviruses pose a large threat to human health, as well as the
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agriculture industry. It is still largely unknown what threat coronaviruses may pose to the
aquaculture industry.
1.2 BAFINIVIRUSES
There are a number of known coronaviruses that infect fish, such as White Bream

Virus (WBV), Fathead Minnow Nidovirus (FHMNV), and Chinook Salmon Bafinivirus

(CSBV) (Granzow et al., 2014; Iwanowicz & Goodwin, 2002; Lord et al., 2014). These

viruses are members of the genus bafinivirus, which gets its name from a truncation of
bacilliform (ba-) fish (fi-) nidovirus (ni-).

1.2.1 White Bream Virus (WBV), Fathead Minnow Nidovirus (FHMNV), Chinook Salmon
Bafinivirus (CSBV)
White Bream Virus (WBV) was isolated from a healthy white bream in the Federal

State of Saxionia-Anhalt, Germany, in 2001 as a part of a program designed to monitor
freshwater pathogens of fish (Granzow et al., 2014). WBV has a viral genome that is 26.6 kb
in length, which encodes five ORF’s, and does not contain an “E” protein homologue

(Schuetze et al., 2006). Comparative sequence analysis has showed that WBV is more

similar to Toroviruses, than to fellow members of the family Nidovirales. The natural host

species of WBV is thought to be cyprinids, as viruses similar to WBV have been isolated
from many cyprinids including goldfish, tench, and grass carp (Granzow et al., 2014). WBV

can cause hemorrhage of the skin or gills in affected fish, however, is not associated with a
high mortality rate in fish (Schütze, 2016).

Fathead minnow nidovirus (FHMNV) was first isolated from a farmed fathead

minnow from a baitfish farm in Arkansas, USA, in 1997 (Iwanowicz & Goodwin, 2002).
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FHMNV has a viral genome approximately 27 kb in length and has the same genome

organization as WBV. Phylogenetic analysis has revealed that although FHMNV is a distinct
virus, it is the closest viral relative to WBV discovered to date (Batts et al., 2012).

CSBV is a recently isolated member of the bafiniviruses and was isolated from a

Chinook salmon, in Ontario, Canada (Lord et al., 2014). The CSBV genome is approximately
27 kb in length and has a gene organization that is consistent with other bafiniviruses.

Amino acid alignment of CSBV with WBV and FHMNV suggest that CSBV is related to both
WBV and FHMNV.

1.2.2 Clinical Implications of Known Bafiniviruses
In general, bafiniviruses are associated with hemorrhages and necrosis of the liver,

splenomegaly, and enteritis (ViralZone.expasy.org). Fish infected with WBV often suffer
hemorrhage on the gills, or ulceration of the skin (Schutze et al., 2006). Whereas, fish

infected with FHMNV suffer hemorrhaging on the skin and eyes, as well as lesions in the
liver, spleen, and kidneys (Iwanowicz & Goodwin, 2002).

Although the clinical implications of some bafiniviruses are well known, a number of

bafiniviruses are of an unknown clinical significance, such as CSBV, and ASBV (Lord et al.,

2014; Kibenge et al., 2019). This could be due to a subclinical presentation, which has been

observed in some coronaviruses, or possibly due to a lack of in-depth research around the

physiological response of fish to the specific bafiniviruses (Lai et al., 2005; Licitra et al.,
2014; Walker & Winton, 2010).
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1.2.3 Structural Proteins of Bafiniviruses
Bafiniviruses share many of the same proteins as other members of the order

Nidovirales. They contain the replicase polyprotein, the nucleocapsid protein, S

polyprotein, and the triple spanning membrane protein. To date it is thought that
bafiniviruses do not have an envelope protein (ICTV 9th Report, 2011).
1.3 PRIOR WORK ON ASBV
ASBV is a recently isolated coronavirus of fish, isolated from farmed Atlantic salmon

from British Columbia, Canada.

Fish tissue samples were submitted to the Virology

Research Laboratory at the Atlantic Veterinary College for analysis as part of routine
surveillance of samples from market-bought farmed Atlantic salmon (Kibenge et al., 2018).

There were two isolates of ASBV: VT01292015-09, and VT01052014-71. Cell culture

analysis of ASBV in various cell lines (E-11, RTG-2, ASK-2, EPC, and KF1) showed
cytopathogenic effects (CPE).

Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assays targeting known

viruses such as infectious salmon anemia virus (ISAV), and piscine orthoreovirus (PRV)

were all negative except for PRV (Kibenge et al., 2018). It was however unlikely that PRV
was the cause of the noted CPE as it is known not to grow in common fish cell lines.

The isolates were also investigated with primers designed for CSBV (Kibenge et al.,

2018). The primers used were targeting the replicase polyprotein and S protein of CSBV, as
these regions are thought to be highly conserved amongst bafiniviruses. Analysis of ASBV
isolates with the CSBV S protein and replicase polyprotein primers returned a 99%
sequence identity with CSBV.
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Negatively stained electron microscopy images of ASBV isolate VT-01292015-09

showed bacilliform particles with flat ends (Kibenge et al., 2018). Additionally, infected cell
culture showed viral particles associated with the golgi complex. Both findings were
consistent with coronaviruses, and more specifically bafiniviruses.

Viral RNA extracted from ASBV was sent to LC Sciences, Houston, Texas, USA for

next generation sequencing (NGS) (Kibenge et al., 2018). The NGS generated a 95.2%

complete genome, which was later completed by filling the gaps between assembled
contigs using conventional RT-PCR, and 5’-Rapid Amplification of Complimentary Ends

(RACE) + 3’-RACE to obtain the terminal sequences. The complete genome of ASBV is
26,582 nucleotides (GenBank accession number KY130432).
1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this research are to investigate viral replication and viral

genome composition of ASBV. The first aim of this research is to investigate the replication

kinetics of ASBV in cell culture, using KF1 and CHSE-214 cell lines. The second aim is to

investigate ASBV receptor binding by partially characterizing the S1 subunit of the “S”

protein. The final aim of this research is to investigate transcription studies of a putative
Envelope “E” gene of ASBV. This research will serve to advance our understanding of

molecular interactions between ASBV and host cells and may have important practical

applications for the aquaculture industry and for wild fish conservation.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS AND MATERIALS
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2.0 METHODS AND MATERIALS
2.1 VIRUS ISOLATES

ASBV was isolated from a tissue sample from farmed Atlantic salmon that was

submitted to the AVC Virology Research Laboratory (Kibenge et al., 2018). Two isolates

were obtained from pooled fish tissue samples: VT01292015-09, and VT01052014-71.

CPE was noted in multiple fish cell lines: E-11 (Snakehead Fish, Whole Fry Tissue), RTG-2

(Rainbow Trout, Mixed Testes and Ovary Tissue), ASK-2 (Atlantic Salmon, Kidney Tissue),

EPC (Fathead Minnow, Skin Tissue) and KF1 (Koi Carp, Fin Tissue). Virus isolates used in

this research were used to infect KF1 cells, which were stored frozen at -80°C, and

represent neat virus.

2.2 CELL LINES AND CULTURE TECHNIQUES
Two cell lines were used throughout this research: KF1 (ECACC 10072801) , and

CHSE-214 (ECACC 91041114) (Chinook Salmon, Embryo Tissue).
2.2.1 Propagation and Passaging of Cell Lines

In order to investigate replication kinetics of ASBV in cell lines, selected fish cell

lines (KF1, CHSE) were grown. Cell lines were grown in culture flasks, sizes of culture flasks

varied from T-25 to T-175. Cells were grown in Hanks Salt’s Minimum Essential Media (HMEM) (Multicell, Cat:320-021-CL) with 1% Antibiotic/Antimycotic (Multicell, Cat:50-115-

EL), and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Multicell, Cat: 098150). Cultured cells were stored

at room temperature for 24 hours to allow for the formation of a confluent monolayer of
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cells. KF1 Cells remained at room temperature, and CHSE-214 cells were incubated at 16
°C.

To passage cells, flasks with confluent monolayers of selected cell lines were chosen.

Growth media was decanted, and the cellular monolayers were rinsed with PBS “A” (PBS

buffer with 1% Antibiotic-Antimycotic) buffer to remove any remaining media. TrypsinVersene (0.05% Trypsin, 0.53 mM EDTA, PBS “A”) was applied to the cells to allow for

trypsinization of the monolayer, this proceeded until all cells had detached from the cell

flask and appeared as single cells. This was monitored using an inverted microscope (Zeiss

IM 35) at 10X (Zeiss F10/0.25) magnification. Fresh growth media (H-MEM, 1% AntibioticAntimycotic solution, 10% FBS) was then added to the trypsinized cells in a 1:3 ratio from

the previous volume of cells, and cells were aliquoted into new culture flasks.
2.2.2 Infecting Cells with ASBV

In order to infect cells with ASBV, cells were passaged and allowed to form a

confluent monolayer for 24 hours prior to infection. Growth media was decanted from the
culture flask, and undiluted ASBV isolate (neat virus) was added directly to the monolayer.
This was incubated at room temperature for two hours, prior to the addition of

maintenance media (H-MEM, 1% Antibiotic-Antimycotic, 5% FBS). The amount of neat
ASBV varied based on the size of the culture flask being infected. Infected cells were

monitored daily for CPE microscopically, and CPE was documented with photos. Photos
were a quired on a Zeiss IM 35 inverted microscope, with a 10X Zeiss F10/0.25 objective,

using a Cannon EOs Rebel SL1 camera attached through the microscopes camera port
which contains a 3.2X magnification lens.
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Table 2.1 Culture Flask Media, and ASBV Infection Volumes
Culture Flask
Volume of Media (mL)
Volume of Neat ASBV (mL)
Slide Flask
5
0.5
T-75
7.5
0.5
T-125
20
1
T-175
40
1.5

2.2.3 Virus Titration for Generation of a One-Step Growth Curve

Virus titration was done in KF1 cells with viral isolate VT-01292015-09 to generate

a one-step growth curve. Viral titration was done with total virus, cell free virus, and cell
associated virus, collected at four time points to form the growth curve: Day 0, Day 1, Day 3,
and Day 5. Neat virus (virus grown in KF1 cells) was used for total virus, cell free virus was
acquired by centrifuging neat virus to remove KF1 cell debris and is described as the virus

that is free floating in the growth medium (not associated with the cells), and cell

associated virus was acquired by centrifugation to collect KF1 cells followed by decanting
the growth medium.

Cell free virus stock was collected by centrifuging total virus stock for 15 minutes at

2000 x g the supernatant was decanted and was frozen at -80° C until further use. Cell
associated viral stock was collected by re-suspending the cellular pellet from the previous
step in growth media and was frozen at -80° C until further use.

In order to titrate the virus fractions, trypsinized cells, suspended in growth media

were added to each well (48-well plate), 0.5 mL per well, and were incubated at room
temperature for 24 hours to allow for monolayer formation. Serial dilutions of total virus,

cell-associated virus, and cell- free virus were prepared using maintenance media, the
serial dilutions ranged from 10-1 to 10-9. Well plates also included neat virus (undiluted
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virus stock), and a negative control (no virus added). Growth media was aspirated from
each well containing cells, and 0.1 mL of virus dilution was added to each well and was left

to incubate at room temperature for 2 hours. Post incubation 0.5 mL of fresh maintenance
media was added to each well. Plates were incubated at room temperature for a total of 10

days. Cultures were monitored microscopically daily for CPE. Samples were run in
triplicate to obtain mean titre and standard error.

After 10 days of incubation, plates were stained with Crystal Violet cell stain (25%

Formalin, 15% Ethanol, 5% Acetic Acid, 1% Crystal Violet). Growth media was decanted

from the wells into a 10% bleach solution, and 3 drops of Crystal Violet solution was added

to each well and left in contact with the cells at room temperature for 2 minutes, prior to
being rinsed in distilled water, and drying overnight at room temperature. Plates were

read for CPE (notable plaques) the following day to confirm the microscopic readings. The
tissue culture infectious dose, a dilution of the virus at which approximately 50% of the

cells had been infected (via detectable CPE) with the virus (TCID50) was calculated using

the Reed and Muench method (1938).
2.3 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY

2.3.1 Preparation of acetone powder for pre-adsorption of ASBV Primary antibody
An acetone powder was prepared from KF1 cells to pre-adsorb the ASBV rabbit

antiserum (ImmunoPrecise Antibodies, Anti-ASBV, Rb ID 582 C, Terminal Bleed). The

powder was prepared using a modified version of the protocol outlined by the RAO
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Research Group, University of Illinois (http://faculty.scs.illinois.edu/rao/protocol-subtilisacetone.php).

Fifteen T175 flasks with confluent monolayers of KF1 cells were trypsinized,

transferred into 50 mL falcon tubes, and centrifuged at 2000 x g for 20 minutes at 4° C.
Supernatant was decanted using sterile pipette. Cell pellet was re-suspended in 1.8 mL of
0.9% NaCl solution and transferred to a 50 mL falcon tube that contained 16 mL of ice-cold

100% acetone. The sample was incubated on ice for 30 minutes, with occasional shaking,
and was then centrifuged at 2000 x g for 20 minutes at 4° C. This process was repeated,

suspending in 20 mL of acetone, incubating for 10 minutes, and centrifuging again. The

supernatant was then discarded, and the pellet was left to air dry. After drying, the pellet
was ground into a powder, and was stored at -20°C until further use.

To pre-adsorb antiserum prior to IFAT, the antiserum was diluted to required

concentration, and ~1% W/V of acetone powder was added. The diluted antiserum was
incubated with the acetone power on ice for 30 minutes, and was then centrifuged for 5
minutes at 14,000x g. The pre-adsorbed antiserum was used the same day.
2.3.2 Indirect Immunofluorescence Antibody Technique (IFAT)

Indirect immunofluorescence was used to confirm replication of the ASBV in KF1

and CHSE-214 cells. I adapted a protocol from previous work by Falk et al. (1998). The fish
cell lines were grown in cell culture slide flasks. Slide flasks received 5 mL of cells in HMEM growth media and incubated at room temperature overnight. The 24-hour cell

monolayers were inoculated with 0.5 mL of neat ASBV isolate and were incubated at room

temperature for 2 hours prior to the addition of 5 mL of H-MEM maintenance media.

Infected cells were then incubated at room temperature (KF1) or at 16°C (CHSE-214 cells).
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Cells grown on slide flasks were acetone fixed at 5 different time points: 0 days, 1 day, 3
days, 5 Days, and 10 days.

Acetone fixation of the cells required that the maintenance media be decanted, that

the cell monolayer be washed with PBS “A” which also contained 0.1% Tween 20, prior to

being fixed with acetone. The acetone fixation occurred in 80% acetone, and proceeded for
20 minutes, at which point the acetone was decanted and the monolayer was left to dry at
room temperature for 24 hours.

After fixation, the flask component of the slide flask was removed, and the slides

were submersed in a blocking solution of 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (Fisher

Scientific, Cat: BP671-1) and PBS “A” solution for 30 minutes at room temperature. Cells

were then rinsed three times in PBS “A” with 0.1% Tween 20 (Fisher Scientific, Cat: BP337-

500). The primary antibody (Rabbit antiserum to ASBV) was diluted to 1:100 in PSB “A”

and 1 mL was added to the slide and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Cells
were then rinsed as described above, and 1 mL of the secondary antibody, FITC Conjugated

goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (Invitrogen, Cat: 31635) diluted to 1:500 in PBS “A”, was added
to the slides, and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. Cells were rinsed as previous

and allowed to dry for 2 hours. Anti-fade mounting media (Dako Fluorescence, Agilent, Cat:
S3023) was applied drop wise to the slide, and a coverslip was added. Slides were

examined immediately using a fluorescent microscope (Zeiss Axioimage A1, with HBO 100

Microscope illuminating system, and Zeiss FluoArc) with a GFP/FITC filter, and either a
Zeiss EcPlan Neofluar 20x/0.5 Ph2 or 40x/0.75 Ph2 objective, were photographed using

the integrated camera, and visualized using the AxioVision Documentation (Release
4.8.2SP3) software.
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2.3.3 Virus Neutralization
A virus neutralization assay was used to determine if the ASBV rabbit antiserum

was able to neutralize ASBV in fish cell lines at various concentrations. In order to perform

this assay, 0.5 mL of KF1 cells were added to the wells of a 48- well plate and incubated at

room temperature for 24 hours to allow for monolayer formation. ASBV rabbit antiserum
was heat inactivated at 56°C for 30 minutes. The sera were then diluted in a two-fold serial

dilution series from 1/10 to 1/5120 with H-MEM maintenance media. Media was decanted,

and 0.1 mL of diluted sera was added to each well, each condition was done in triplicate.
ASBV VT01292015-09 stock was diluted to 100 TCID50/100μL, and 0.1 mL was added to

each well. The plate was then incubated at room temperature for 2 hours, and then 0.5 mL

of H-MEM maintenance media was added to each well. The plate was incubated at room
temperature for 7 days and was monitored microscopically for CPE.

A back-titration was also preformed to verify the accuracy of the 100 TCID50 virus

titre used. KF1 cells (0.5 mL) were added to the wells and allowed to monolayer for 24
hours, the media was then decanted, and 0.1 mL of viral dilution was added to the

monolayer, dilutions ranged from neat (i.e., 10o to 10-4). After 2 hours of incubation at
room temperature, 0.5 mL of H-MEM maintenance media was added to each well. The back
titration was monitored in the same way as the virus neutralization assay.

The plates were stained and read using the crystal violet method described in

section 2.2.3.

2.4 TOTAL RNA EXTRACTION

Total RNA extraction was performed using a modified RNeasy Mini kit method
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(QIAGEN, Cat: 74104). ASBV was used for the extraction process. Prior to beginning the

RNeasy Mini kit method, samples were pre-treated with TRizol Reagent (Thermo Fisher,
Cat: 15596026); 1.125 mL of TRizol reagent was aliquoted, into a sterile 2 mL micro-

centrifuge tube, and vortexed after the addition of 0.3 mL of neat virus isolate. This mixture

was incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes to allow for the cells to lyse and release

the nucleic acids. After the incubation, 0.3 mL of chloroform was added, and the tube was
mixed vigorously by vortex for 15 seconds, this was followed by a 5-minute incubation at
room temperature. The sample was then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 x g in a

countertop micro-centrifuge. After centrifugation, 0.75 mL of the aqueous layer of the

sample was transferred into a 2 mL tube containing 0.75 mL of 70% Ethanol and was
mixed by vortex.

After the pre-treatment, the spin method from RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Cat: 74104)

was carried out according to the manufactures’ procedures, with a final elution volume of
0.05 mL. The concentration of the total RNA extracted was measured using the NanoDrop

(ND-1000 spectrophotometer) and RNA purity was monitored using the OD260/280 ratio.
Samples were frozen at -80°C until further use.
2.5 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

2.5.1 Annealing of ASBV fragments (A and B)
The ASBV S protein gene was provided in five segments: A, B, C, D, and E (Kibenge et

al., 2018).
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of ASBV S protein and overlapping A-E PCR target
fragments.
In order to construct a fragment that contained the complete RBD, the A and B

segments had to be annealed. The concentration of the extracted DNA was determined
using the NanoDrop spectrophotometer, and fragments A and B were mixed in a 1:1

concentration ratio in a sterile 2 mL tube. The tube containing the DNA was then placed in
a heat block at 95°C for 5 minutes to allow the DNA to denature. After 5 minutes, the heat
block was turned off, and the tube contents slowly cooled to 37°C over 30 minutes to allow

fragments to anneal. The annealed DNA was placed on ice and used as template DNA for
PCR to amplify the desired product AB.

2.5.2 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Amplification of AB fragment
Reagents for PCR were prepared on ice in a Biosafety cabinet. Primers were diluted

to a 20 μM working dilution from the 200 μM stock solution, primer sequences are listed in
Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 PCR Primer Sequences for Amplification of ASBV “AB” Fragment
Primer Name
Primer Length
Primer Sequence
ASBV-A-FWD
25
5' - ATGGCAAACTTGCTATGGCTAACTC - 3'
ASBV-B-REV
23
5' - AAAACTGTTCCCAACTGTGATGT - 3'
Master mix was prepared using amounts shown in Table 2.3. Master mix was

aliquoted into individual PCR tubes, and 2 μL of input DNA was added to each tube. The

negative control tube received 2 μL of RNAse free water in the place of input DNA. Reaction

was kept on ice until it was placed into a Thermal Cycler.
Table 2.3 Master Mix for PCR of AB Fragment
Reagent
Long-Range PCR Buffer
dNTP's
Forward Primer
Reverse Primer
RNAse Free Water
Enzyme
5X Q-Solution

Volume for 1 Rxn (μL)
5
2.5
1
1
varied amount
0.4
10

The thermal cycler used was the G-Storm Dual Cycler GS00482 which has a heated

lid at 110°C, and followed the program described in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Thermal Cycler Program for AB Fragment Long Range PCR
Stage
Temperature (°C)
Cycles
Initial Denaturation
93
1
Denaturation
93
Annealing
53
35
Extension
68
Hold
10
1

Time
3m
15 s
30 s
60 s
Infinite
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2.5.3 Phusion PCR of AB fragment with Restriction Enzyme Sites
The AB fragment was re-amplified with the Thermo Fisher Phusion High-fidelity

PCR kit (Cat: F553S). The primers used can be found in table 2.5 and were designed to add
restriction enzyme sites on either end of the AB fragment. The enzyme sites added were

EcoRI (ThermoFisher Fast Digest, Cat: FD0274) on the ASBV-A FWD primer, and KpnI
(ThermoFisher Fast Digest, Cat: FD0524) on the ASBV-B REV primer.

Table 2.5 AB Fragment Restriction Site PCR Primer Sequences
Primer
Primer Name
Length
Primer Sequence
ASBV-A-FWD-EcoRI
26
5' - GAATTCATGGCAAACTTGCTATGGCT - 3'
ASBV-B-REV-KpnI
29
5' - GGTACCAAAACTGTTCCCAACTGTGATGT - 3'
Master mix was prepared using amounts shown in Table 2.6. Master mix was

aliquoted into individual PCR tubes, and 2 μL of input DNA was added to each tube. The
negative control received 2 μL of RNAse free water in the place of input DNA.

Table 2.6 Phusion PCR Master Mix for PCR of AB Fragment
Reagent
Volume for 1 Rxn (μL)
5X Phusion HF Buffer
10
10 mM dNTP's
1
Forward Primer
1
Reverse Primer
1
RNAse Free Water
varied amount
Phusion DNA Polymerase
0.5
DMSO
1.5

The reaction was kept on ice until it was loaded in the G-Storm Dual Cycler GS00482

and followed the program described in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7 Thermal Cycler Program for ASBV Phusion PCR
Stage
Temperature (°C)
Initial Denaturation
98
Denaturation
98
Annealing
63.6
Extension
72
Final Extension
72
Hold
4

Cycles
1
25
1
1

Time
3m
30 s
30 s
60 s
10 m
Infinite

2.5.4 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis and Imaging
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to visualise viral DNA and PCR samples

throughout this study. PCR samples were visualized using a 1% (w/v) agarose gel, stained

with ethidium bromide and a Chemidoc Gel imaging system. The gel was prepared with
and submerged in 0.5X TBE running buffer and contained 3 μL of ethidium bromide (10

mg/ml stock solution) per 150 mL gel. DNA was resolved on the gel for 2 hours at 120v,

prior to imaging. To determine size of the PCR products, they were compared to the
Invitrogen 1kb plus DNA ladder (Cat: 1078708).
2.5.5 DNA Extraction from Agarose Gel
Desired bands were cut from agarose gel using a sterile scalpel and placed in 2 mL

tubes. The gel bands were then processed using the QIAGEN QIAQuick Gel Extraction kit
(Cat: 28704), as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were eluted in 50 μL of EB

buffer, and the concentration of the DNA samples were measured using the NanoDrop (ND1000 spectrophotometer).
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2.5.6 Reverse Transcription PCR (RT-PCR)
RT-PCR is used to synthesize viral DNA from extracted viral RNA. RT-PCR was

completed using total viral RNA extracted from ASBV. This was done using the QIAGEN One
Step RT PCR Kit (Cat: 210210), and master mix composition followed the manufacturer’s
instructions. The primers used in this reaction can be found in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8 RT-PCR Primers for ASBV "E" gene
Name
Length
Sequence
ASBV p12.7_F
23
5' - TGCAACTACAGCTTCCTGTCTTA - 3'
ASBV p12.7_R
22
5' - GCTGCAAGGGCAGGAATAGTAC - 3'
The reaction was kept on ice until it was loaded in the G-Storm Dual Cycler GS00482

and followed the program described in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9 Thermal Cycler Program for ASBV "E" gene amplification
Stage
Temperature (°C)
Cycles
RT
50
1
Initial Denaturation
95
1
Denaturation
95
Annealing
53
40
Extension
72
Final Extension
72
1
Hold
10
1

Time
30 m
15 m
30 s
30 s
60 s
7m
Infinite

Products were subsequently resolved on a gel, gel extracted and sent to ACGT

Corporation (Toronto, Ontario Canada) for DNA sequencing.
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2.5.7 Real Time Reverse Transcriptase Quantitative PCR of “E” gene (RT-qPCR)
Real time reverse transcriptase quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) is used to quantify

nucleic acids using fluorescent signal from a dye-labeled probe during amplification of the
target sequence. RT-qPCR was performed on extracted viral RNA from the ASBV “E” gene

time course analysis KF1 infected cells. RT-qPCR was performed using the QIAGEN One
Step RT PCR Kit (Cat: 210210), master mix composition for one reaction contained: 5.8 μL
RNAse Free water, 4 μL 5X QIAGEN One Step RT-PCR buffer, 0.8 μL dNTP’s, 0.4 μL forward

primer, 0.4 μL reverse primer, 0.8 μL QIAGEN One Step Enzyme Mix, 0.2 μL RNAse
Inhibitor, 0.6 μL probe, 1 μL MgCl2. The primers and probe used in this reaction can be

found in Table 2.10. Samples were processed in triplicate on a PCR 96 well plate.

Table 2.10 RT-qPCR Primers and Probe Sequences for ASBV “E” gene amplification
Primer/Prob
Primer
Primer
Primer Sequence
e
Name
Length
ASBV
Primer
23
5' - TGCAACTACAGCTTCCTGTCTTA - 3'
p12.7_F
ASBV
Primer
22
5' - GCTGCAAGGGCAGGAATAGTAC - 3'
p12.7_R
5' - FAMASBV
Probe
8
pdUGpdCAApdCGpdUApdCpdUGpdCpdCApdUpdUp
p12.7_P1
dC-BHQ-1 plus - 3'
The RT-qPCR cycling parameters used included 1 cycle of RT for 30 min at 50°C

followed by 1 cycle of denaturation at 94°C for 15 minutes, and 45 cycles of denaturation at
15 s, annealing at 65°C for 30 s and extension at 72°C for 15s. This was conducted on the

LightCycler 480 (Roche Applied Science). Data produced was analysed using Abs Quant/2nd
derivative max and Abs Quant/Fit points methods, which provide a value called cycle

threshold (Ct). The Ct is the number of cycles a sample requires before the fluorescence
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produced by that sample exceeds the background fluorescence. A high Ct value

corresponds to a lower concentration of the target sequence, whereas a lower Ct value
corresponds to a higher concentration of the target sequence.
2.6 MOLECULAR CLONING AND DNA SEQUENCING
2.6.1 Preparation of Insert DNA
Insert DNA was amplified using the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR kit (Thermo Fisher,

Cat: F553S) , the primers found in Table 2.10, and the Thermal cycler program found in
Table 2.11; the PCR product was then resolved on a 1% Agarose gel, and resulting bands
were verified by size, and extracted from the gel. DNA from the gel fragments was then

extracted using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit and quantitated using the NanoDrop
spectrophotometer.

Table 2.11 PCR Primer Sequences for pLATE Cloning System
Primer
Primer Name
Length
Primer Sequence
pLATE 11 F
36
5' - AGAAGGAGATATAACTATGGCAAACTTGCTATGGCT - 3'
5' - GGAGATGGGAAGTCATTAAAAACTGTTCCCAACTGTGATGT pLATE 11 R
41
3'
pLATE 31 F
39
5' - AGAAGGAGATATAACTATGATGGCAAACTTGCTATGGCT -3'
5' GTGGTGGTGATGGTGATGGCCAAAACTGTTCCCAACTGTGATGT
pLATE 31 R
44
- 3'
pLATE 51 F
38
5' - GGTGATGATGATGACAAGATGGCAAACTTGCTATGGCT - 3'
5' - GGAGATGGGAAGTCATTAAAAACTGTTCCCAACTGTGATGT pLATE 51 R
41
3'
pLATE 51
5' - GGAGATGGGAAGTCATTAAGAGTAAAATGTTGCAAGTAGG R456
40
3'
pLATE 51
R300
38
5' - GGAGATGGGAAGTCATTATGCGAATGAAAAGATGTAAT - 3'
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Table 2.12 Thermal Cycler Program for Phusion PLATE system PCR - p51
Stage
Temperature (°C)
Cycles
Initial Denaturation
98
1
Denaturation
98
p51 Full AB - 63.6
Annealing
p51 456 - 59.7
25
p51 300 - 54
Extension
72
Final Extension
72
1
Hold
4
1

2.6.2 LIC Cloning

Time
60 s
30 s
30 s

60 s
10 m
Infinite

The LIC Cloning kit (aLICator LIC Cloning and Expression Kit, Thermo Fisher, Cat:

K1271) was used to clone the desired products as well as add a histidine tag to the cloned

DNA. As Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Kit yields blunt ends, the first step of the cloning
process was the addition of a 3’, and 5’ overhangs on the purified PCR template. The
template DNA was quantitated, and 130.0 ng was added to the following reaction in a 2 mL
tube: 2 μL of 5 X LIC Buffer, 1 μL of T4 DNA Polymerase (1u/1 μL), and nuclease free water

was added to bring the final volume to 10.6µL. This reaction was mixed by vortex and
incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. The reaction was halted by the addition of

0.6 μL of 0.5M EDTA, and 1 μL of pLATE LIC Ready Vector was added to the reaction. This
reaction was mixed by vortex and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours.
2.6.3 Bacterial Transformation
The LIC cloning reaction was added to 2 mL tube containing 50 µL of chemically

competent DH5α cells (Thermo Fisher, Cat: 18265017). This was mixed briefly by

inversion, and incubated on ice for 30 minutes, prior to being heat-shocked in a 42°C water
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bath for 20 seconds. The reaction was then placed on ice for 2 minutes to allow cells to
recover before 250µL of pre-warmed SOC media (Invitrogen, Cat: 15544-034) was added.

The cells were then incubated for 1 hour at 37°C, on a shaking table at 225 rpm. The cells

were then spread on pre-warmed YT-agar plates that contained ampicillin and x-gal

(BioShop, Cat: XGA002) and incubated overnight at 37°C.
2.6.4 Bacterial Cultures

Overnight bacterial cultures are grown from colonies picked from the YT-agar plates

prepared the day before and are grown in glass test tubes using 5 mL of YT-broth media

and 100 µL of ampicillin. White colonies were picked from the YT-agar plates using a single

use inoculation loop, and transferred into test tubes, one colony per tube. White colonies
were chosen as the LIC cloning kit uses white-blue screening, meaning white colonies may
contain the insert, and blue colonies likely do not. The test tubes were incubated overnight
at 37°C on a shaking table at 225 rpm.

2.6.5 DNA Extraction of Bacterial Cultures
DNA from bacterial cultures was extracted using the QIAGEN QIAprep Spin

miniprep kit (Cat: 27104), following the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was eluted in
50µL of Elution buffer (EB buffer) and stored at -20°C.
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2.6.6 Restriction Enzyme Digestion of Extracted DNA
DNA extracted from overnight bacterial cultures was treated with Xbal (Thermo

Fisher, Fast Digest, Cat: FD0685) and PacI (Thermo Fisher, Fast Digest, Cat: FD2204) in a

double restriction enzyme digest, with a final volume of 20µL. The reaction contained the

reagents and volumes shown in Table 2.12 and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes prior to
being resolved on a 1% agarose gel.

Table 2.13 Restriction Enzyme Digest of Extracted Clone DNA with Xbal and PacI
Reagent
Volume (μL)
DNA
5
Xbal
1
PacI
1
10X Fast Digest Buffer
2
Nuclease Free water
10

2.6.7 DNA Sequencing and Sequence Analysis

DNA extracted from bacterial cultures that had been verified by restriction enzyme

digest was sent to ACGT Corporation (Toronto, Ontario Canada) for DNA sequencing.
Sequences

were

analyzed

using

EMBOSS

Programs

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/emboss/) EMBOSS Needle Pairwise Sequence Alignment
tool.
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2.7 PROTEIN EXTRACTION, and PURIFICATION

2.7.1 Preparation of Bacterial Cultures for Induction
Bacterial cultures were prepared in 75 mL of fresh YT-broth media, which was

incubated at 37°C on a shaking table at 225 rpm. The OD600 of the cultures was monitored

using the GeneQuant pro spectrophotometer, until cultures reached an OD600 of 0.5-0.6, this

took roughly 3 hours.

2.7.2 Induction of Bacterial Cultures
Once bacterial cultures had reached the correct optical density, isopropyl β-d-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (BioShop, Cat: IPT001.5) was added to a final concentration
of 1mM. The cultures were incubated for either 3 hours (quick induction protocol) or 16
hours

(long induction protocol) at 37°C on a shaking table at 225 rpm, prior to

centrifugation at 2000 x g in the Beckman GS-6R tabletop centrifuge for 20 minutes to
pellet bacteria (EMBL, Protein Expression in E.coli). Cell pellets were stored at -80°C.
2.7.3 Protein extraction

To extract protein from E. coli, cell pellets were sonicated using Fisher Sonic

Dismembrator, model 300. Cell pellets were re-suspended in a lysis buffer (50 mm TRIS-

HCL, 200mm NaCl, 5 mm Dithiothreitol, 1mm Phenylmethylsulphonyl Fluoride), and
chilled on ice for 10 minutes prior to sonication. The solution was sonicated at 30%

intensity for 10 seconds, followed by a 30 second cooling phase on ice. This was repeated
10 times to allow for complete cell lysis.
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2.7.4 Purification of His-Tagged Proteins
Proteins were purified using the His Pur Ni-NTA Spin Purification Kit (Thermo

Fisher, Cat: 88227) 3 mL columns, following the manufacturer’s instructions. Columns

were centrifuged in Beckman GS-6R tabletop centrifuge at 2,300 x g for 5 minutes for all

centrifugation steps. Proteins were eluted in 3 fractions of 3mL of elution buffer and
quantitated using the NanoDrop spectrophotometer.

2.7.5 Sodium Docecyl Sulphate-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
Purified proteins were visualised using Sodium Docecyl Sulphate-Polyacrylamide

Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), with Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining (CBB). Gel
composition can be found in Table 2.13. The resolving gel was de-gassed for 7 minutes
prior to the addition of the TEMED (BioShop, Cat: TEM001) and 10% Ammonium

Persulfate (APS) (Bio-Rad, Cat: 161-0700), and the stacking gel was de-gassed for 5

minutes.

Table 2.14 SDS-PAGE Stacking and Resolving Gels
Reagents
Acrylamide: BIS
3.0 M Tris pH 8.8
10% SDS
RNase Free Water
TEMED
10% Ammonium Persulfate

3% - Stacking
2.5 mL
0.2 mL
11.3 mL
0.02 mL
0.2 mL

Gel Concentration
12.5% - Resolving
16.7 mL
5 mL
0.4 mL
17.7 mL
0.027 mL
0.27 mL
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Samples were diluted at a 1:1 ratio in 2X Laemmli Sample Treatment Buffer without

Mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad, Cat: 161-0737) and were heated in boiling water for 2 minutes

prior to loading, Precision Plus Protein Standards dual color (Bio-Rad, Cat: 161-0374) was
used as a reference sample. The SDS page gel was electrophoresed at 15ma until the

samples entered the resolving gel, at which point the voltage was increased to 30ma and
the gel was electrophoresed for 4 hours.

Once the gel was finished, the stacking portion of the gel was removed, and the gel

was placed in CBB stain to process for 2 hours. The gel was then placed in de-staining

solution for 24 hours to allow for visualization of protein bands. Results were recorded
with photos.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
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3.0 RESULTS

3.1 CYTOPATHOGENIC EFFECTS IN KF1 AND CHSE CELL LINES, VIRUS GROWTH CURVE
OF ASBV
3.1.1 Cytopathogenic Effects in KF1 and CHSE Cell Lines

As a first step in investigating ASBV replication in host cells, I monitored infected

cells for CPE in various fish cell lines. Cellular infection of KF1 and CHSE cells was
investigated using light microscopy to monitor for development of CPE and indirect

immunofluorescent antibody staining. KF1 and CHSE cells inoculated with ASBV and
uninfected control cells were examined by light microscopy. CPE was confirmed in KF1
cells, where a disrupted monolayer and an atypical cell shape was observed, which is

consistent with previous work (Kibenge et al., 2018) (Figure 3.1B). No CPE was observed in
CHSE cells inoculated with ASBV (Figure 3.1D).
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Figure 3.1. KF1 and CHSE cells inoculated with ASBV VT01292015-09, A) Un-inoculated
control KF1 Cells, B) KF1 cells 3 days post inoculation with VT01292015-09, C)
Uninoculated control CHSE Cells, d) CHSE cells 3 days post inoculation with VT0129201509. Images recorded on ZEISS IM 35 microscope, with ZEISS 10X objective, with a 3.2X
magnification lens from the camera port.
3.1.2 ASBV VT 01292015-09 Growth Curve
To monitor replication kinetics of ASBV, a growth curve was generated. ASBV virus

isolate VT 01292015-09 was grown in KF1 and CHSE cells and allowed to replicate for

various time points (0-5 days), to generate a growth curve for this isolate. This was
completed in triplicate, and was completed with total virus, cell associated virus, and cell

free virus. This was a continuation of the preliminary work done by a summer student in

the Kibenge Lab, Emma Moore, however none of her work was included in this thesis. In

the CHSE cells, no CPE were detected, therefore no growth curve could be generated. The
growth curve in the KF1 cells can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 ASBV VT-01292015-09 Growth Curve (average, n=3) in KF1 cells, Time post
infection (days) vs. TCID50/ml, log10, with error bars showing standard deviation.
3.2 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY

3.2.1 Indirect Immunofluorescence in KF1 and CHSE Cell Lines
In order to visually confirm presence of the virus within infected cells, and

determine the location of the virus, an indirect immunofluorescence was used. Indirect

immunofluorescent antibody staining of the KF1 cells using a primary antibody (rabbit

polyclonal antibody, raised against ASBV) and a secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit IgG

conjugated with FITC) yielded visible fluoresce in infected cells under fluorescent

microscopy, which can be observed in VT-01292015-09 infected KF1 cells, and control

non-infected KF1 cells (Figure 3.3). Some fluorescence was noted in the non-infected KF1

cells indicating non-specific binding of the antibodies (Figure 3.3A). This non-specific
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staining was reduced by using the primary antibody pre-adsorbed with KF1 cells treated
with acetone (Figure 3.3B). KF1 cells infected with ASBV isolate VT-01292015-09 can be
seen in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, which show different areas of the same slide to illustrate the
range of density of KF1 cells that can be seen on a single slide.

KF1 cells were also infected with ASBV isolate VT-01052014-71 and processed with

IFAT staining. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between cells infected with VT-01292015-09
and VT-01052014. The notable difference between the staining in KF1 cells with both
isolates is the staining pattern. With isolate VT-01292015-09 a more diffuse staining
pattern is noted, whereas isolate VT-01052014-71 presents with more of a punctate
staining pattern.

Figure 3.3 Indirect Fluorescent Antibody Stained KF1 cells, primary antibody used was
rabbit polyclonal raised against ASBV, secondary antibody used was goat anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated with FITC, A) uninfected control cells stained with non-preadsorbed secondary
antibody, B) uninfected control cells stained with preadsorbed secondary antibody.
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Figure 3.4 Indirect Fluorescent Antibody stained KF1 cells (image 1, dense KF1 cell
distribution), primary antibody used was rabbit polyclonal raised against ASBV, secondary
antibody used was goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with FITC preadsorbed with KF1
acetone powder, A) 3 days post infection with VT-01292015-09, B) uninfected control KF1
cells.

Figure 3.5 Indirect Fluorescent Antibody stained KF1 cells (image 2, less dense KF1
distribution), primary antibody used was rabbit polyclonal raised against ASBV, secondary
antibody used was goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with FITC preadsorbed with KF1
acetone powder, A) 3 days post infection with VT-01292015-09, B) uninfected KF1 cells.
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Figure 3.6 Indirect Fluorescent Antibody stained KF1 cells, primary antibody used was
rabbit polyclonal raised against ASBV, secondary antibody used was goat anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated with FITC preadsorbed with KF1 acetone powder, A) 3 days post infection with
VT-01292015-09, B) 3 days post infection with VT01052014-71, C) uninfected KF1 cells.
CHSE cells inoculated with VT-01292015-09 were processed with IFAT staining.

The uninfected control cells showed fluorescence despite using the pre-adsorbed primary
antibody (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7 Indirect Fluorescent Antibody stained CHSE cells, primary antibody used was
rabbit polyclonal raised against ASBV, secondary antibody used was goat anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated with FITC preadsorbed with KF1 acetone powder, A) 3 days post infection with
VT-01292015-09, B) uninfected CHSE cells.
3.2.2 Virus Neutralization
The anti-ASBV rabbit derived antibody was tested for virus neutralization

properties. The assay contained KF1 cells infected with VT-01292015-09 at TCID50, treated
with diluted antibody, and a back titration of the TCID50 stock, all conditions were

completed in triplicate. The titer of the VT-01292015-09 virus stock was determined using

plate titration and diluted to TCID50 for this experiment. Virus neutralization by the
antibody was observed at an antibody dilution of 10-1, 10-2, and two of the three wells of 10-

3.

No viral inhibition was observed at an antibody dilution above 10-3. The back titration

showed infection in all three wells of neat TCID50 stock, and one well of the 10-1 dilution of
the TCID50 stock.

3.3 ASBV SPIKE GENE CLONING

In order to partially characterize the ASBV S protein gene, cloning was attempted.

The ASBV S gene was selected as a target for characterization as it plays an important role
in cell surface receptor binding on host cells. Viral RNA was extracted from ASBV, and from
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this RNA five DNA fragments of the ASBV S gene were amplified using RT-PCR, the

segments had short regions that overlapped and comprised the entire length of the S gene
(Figure 2.1). The five DNA fragments were designated A-E. The fragment DNA was then

extracted from an agarose gel and purified using the QIAGEN Gel Extraction kit and stored
at -80 °C until future use. The DNA clones were made available at the beginning of this MSc
research project (Kibenge et al., 2018).

The five DNA fragments of the ASBV S gene were re-amplified, and PCR products

were excised from the gel and purified using the QIAGEN Gel Extraction kit (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 1% Agarose Gel of ASBV S Gene Fragments A-E, (1) 1Kb+ DNA Ladder
(Invitrogen), (3) segment A, (4) segment B, (5) segment C, (6) segment D, (7) segment E.
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The concentration of the DNA fragments was determined using the Nanodrop

spectrophotometer, and the DNA fragment- preparations were combined in a 1:1 ratio

based on concentration. Annealing and amplification of the ASBV S protein was originally
attempted with all five DNA fragments, to form a full length S protein, which was

unsuccessful, and then attempted with the first two fragments A and B. The annealed and
amplified AB fragment can be seen in Figure 3.9. Attempts to add the C fragment to the
amplified AB fragment were unsuccessful.

Figure 3.9 1% Agarose Gel of Annealed A and B DNA Fragments of ASBV S Gene, (1) 1Kb+
DNA ladder (Invitrogen), (3) PCR product of annealed AB fragment template.
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As the AB fragment contains the first ~1800 bp of the ASBV S gene, and was

predicted to span the entirety of the S1 subunit (Figures 1.1 and 2.1), and it was thought
that it likely contained the receptor binding domain (RBD), the AB fragment was used for
protein expression experiments.

In order to use the AB fragment in assays to asses binding of cellular lysates to

determine the location of the RBD, three different length constructs were designed. Three

different length constructs were designed, the first encoding a 300 amino acid protein with

the intent that this construct contain no part of the RBD, the second, being encoding a 456
amino acid protein and containing half of the RBD, and the final construct being the full AB
fragment, encoding a 598 amino acid protein and ideally containing the full RBD. The
restriction enzyme digested clone DNA products are shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 1% Agarose Gels of extracted DNA from LIC Clones of Full AB, 456 amino acid,
and 300 amino acid, (1) on both gels 1 Kb+ DNA Ladder (Invitrogen), (3-14) on top gel full
AB clones digested with PacI and Xbal, (15-20) on top gel clones of 456 amino acid segment
of AB (partial RBD) digested with PacI and Xbal, (3), (5), (7), and (9) on the bottom gel
clones of the 300 amino acid segment of AB (no RBD) digested with PacI and Xbal.
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DNA extracted from clones that appeared to have the correct insert size, was sent

for sequencing (ACTG, Toronto Canada) and the sequences obtained were analyzed.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the sequence alignment with the ASBV genomic sequence.

Figure 3.11. Sequence alignment of ASBV S Gene sequence and sequence of clone AB,
EMBOSS Needle Pairwise Sequence Alignment Tool.
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Figure 3.12. Sequence alignment of ASBV S Gene sequence and sequence of the clone 456
amino acids, EMBOSS Needle Pairwise Sequence Alignment Tool.
Extracted DNA from a clone of the 300 amino acid encoding fragment was sent for

sequencing, however the sequencing failed, and was not repeated.
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3.4 ASBV SPIKE GENE PROTEIN EXPRESSION, AND PROTEIN PURIFICATION

After obtaining sequence confirmed clones of a portion of the ASBV S protein gene,

protein expression and purification began. The sequence confirmed recombinant plasmids
(AB and 456) as well as a 300 amino acid encoding recombinant plasmid were used to
transform bacteria, which were then grown in culture, prior to being induced for protein

expression with IPTG. Table 3.1 shows the OD600 readings of the bacterial cultures prior to
induction.

Table 3.1 OD600 readings of bacterial cultures for induction
Culture

Full AB Clone
456 Clone
300 Clone

Volume of Culture
80 mL
80 mL
80 mL

OD600
0.568
0.572
0.594

The bacterial cultures were sonicated and the proteins were fractionated using a Ni-

NTA column protein purification kit. Purified proteins were quantitated using the
Nanodrop spectrophotometer, which can be seen in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Nanodrop Quantitation of purified ASBV S protein preparations
Expression Time
Concentration
Construct
(Hr)
(mg/mL)
260/280
3
0.15
2.05
Full AB - Full RBD
16
0.69
1.79
456 A.A. Partial
3
0.16
1.87
RBD
16
0.79
1.73
3
0.43
1.75
300 A.A. - No RBD
16
0.20
1.91

A280
(10mm)
0.15
0.691
0.158
0.794
0.427
0.196
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The purified proteins were then run on a 12.5% SDS PAGE gel, which was stained with
Commassie blue for visualization. However, they were not visualized due to the low

concentration of purified protein. It was therefore determined that the protein
concentrations in Table 3.2 were too low for the proteins to be visualized by SDS-PAGE.

Attempts were made to concentrate the protein by acetone precipitation. The concentrated
proteins were quantitated using the Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Table 3.3) and were
visualized using a 12.5% SDS PAGE gel (Figure 3.13).

Table 3.3 Nanodrop Quantitation of ASBV S protein concentrated purified proteins,
A280
Expression Time
Concentration
A280
Construct
(Hr)
(mg/mL)
260/280
(10mm)
3
1.22
1.32
1.223
Full AB - Full RBD
16
1.42
1.41
1.418
456 A.A. Partial
3
1.43
1.35
1.431
RBD
16
4.03
1.22
4.032
3
1.59
1.46
1.594
300 A.A. - No RBD
16
1.65
1.41
1.418
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Figure 3.13. Commassie stained 12.5% SDS PAGE Gel of purified proteins concentrated with acetone. (1)
Precision Plus Protein dual colour standards; (2) uninduced AB; (3) 3 hr induced AB; (4) 16 hr induced AB,
(5) concentrated purified 3 hr induced AB; (6) concentrated purified 16 hr induced AB; (7) uninduced 456aa;
(8) 3 hr induced 456aa; (9) 16 hr induced 456aa; (10) concentrated purified 3 hr induced 456aa;
(11)concentrated purified 16 hr induced 456aa; (12) uninduced 300aa; (13) 3 hr induced 300aa; (14) 16 hr
induced 300aa; (15) concentrated purified 3 hr induced 300aa; (16)concentrated purified 16 hr induced
300aa.
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3.5 ASBV “E” GENE RT-qPCR TRANSCRIPTION STUDIES
This part of the research aimed to investigate an unknown protein of ASBV that

could possibly be an envelope protein. Coronaviruses contain an envelope protein (E)
which is a small, 74–109 amino acid, pentameric integral membrane protein with ion

channel activities, considered to be a minor structural component (International

Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, 9th Report, 2011). It is important to note that while

this protein has been described in coronaviruses such as the SARS-CoV, to date a
homologue has not been described in bafiniviruses. The sequence of the ASBV unknown

110 amino acid protein, referred to as the ASBV “E” protein in this research, as well as the
amino acid sequence for the protein can be found below:

>ASBV unknown protein (ORF 1c) 110 amino acids, ORF extends from nucleotide 21514 to
21846.

ATGCTTTCCTTCTTTCTCTTAAGTATAATGGTACTTTCATTCCTGCCACTATGGCTATGCCTGCT
AACAACCTTTCGCAAACATACACACTCAACTATAAAAATGTCTTTGTCAACGTACCTGATTCTCA
ACTCCCCCCTCCTCAAAGAAGTAATACTCAGTTGGCTGTTGTTGCAACTACAGCTTCCTGTCTTA
CTGCAACGTATACTGCCATTCCTGGTACTATTCCTGCCCTTGCAGCTACGGACATGTATTGTGTC
AAATTTACTCAGTCGTCCAACTTTGTGTACTTGTACGACACCACTGTCAAAACCCCTGTTGGCGT
ACTTTTAA

>ASBV unknown protein 110 AA
MLSFFLLSIMVLSFLPLWLCLLTTFRKHTHSTIKMSLSTYLILNSPLLKEVILSWLLLQLQLPVLLQR
ILPFLVLFLPLQLRTCIVSNLLSRPTLCTCTTPLSKPLLAYF*
ORF length (aa) = 110
Predicted molecular weight (kDa) = 12.68
Calculated pI = 10.26

Viral RNA was extracted from ASBV isolate VT-01292015-09 and was amplified

using a primer pair that targeted the ASBV “E” gene. The RT-PCR product can be seen in
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Figure 3.14. This product was cloned using the TOPO TA cloning kit. The cloned product
was confirmed by digestion with EcoRI and HindIII restriction enzymes and agarose gel
electrophoresis as shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.14. 1% Agarose gel of ASBV “E” gene. (1) 1Kb+ DNA Ladder (Invitrogen), (3) ASBV
“E” gene.
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Figure 3.15. 1% Agarose gels of ASBV “E” gene clones digested with EcoRI and HindIII, (1) of both gels 1Kb+
DNA Ladder (Invitrogen), (3), (5), (7), (9), (11), and (13) on left gel contain ASBV “E” clones from first cloning
attempt, and (3), (5), and (7) on right gel contain ASBV “E” clones from second cloning attempt.

The extracted DNA from the “E” clones was sent for sequencing (ACTG, Toronto

Canada). Analysis revealed that the sequence of the clone did not match the ASBV genomic
sequence. Further attempts to clone the ASBV E gene were unsuccessful.

As no sequence confirmed clone was obtained, we were unable to proceed with

cDNA synthesis and generation of a standard curve to be used for quantification of the
ASBV “E” transcript during the RT-qPCR analysis, however the time course analysis of
transcription of the ASBV “E” protein proceeded without the standard curve. The

amplification curve of the time course analysis of transcription of the ASBV “E” protein can
be seen in Figure 3.16. The mean Ct values and standard deviation of the samples that were
run in triplicate can be seen in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.16 Amplification curve of ASBV “E” gene transcription in culture time course
analysis
Table 3.4 RT-qPCR analysis of ASBV “E” gene transcription in culture time course (total
virus harvest), with samples performed in triplicate.
Analysis
Sample
Mean Ct
Standard Deviation
Day 1
16.95
0.01
Day 3
16.26
0.09
Day 5
16.2
0.11
Abs Quant/2nd Derivative
Max
Day 7
15.84
0.09
Day 10
17.11
0.02
Day 14
16.65
0.04
Day 1
15.77
0.18
Day 3
14.84
0.01
Day 5
14.82
0.11
Abs Quant/Fit Points
Day 7
14.32
0.12
Day 10
15.83
0.07
Day 14
15.1
0.07

RT-qPCR is used to determine the relative quantity of the target sequence that is

present in the extracted RNA sample. The measure of the relative quantity used is cycle
threshold (Ct), which is the intersection between the amplification and a threshold line. As

the number of copies of the target sequence present in a sample increases, Ct decreases,
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meaning it takes less cycles for the RNA to become detectable, which produces an
amplification curve.

Based on the results observed in Figure 3.16, as well as the calculated mean Ct

values found in Table 3.4, there are more copies of the target sequence RNA (the E gene
sequence) at days 3, 5, and 7, as compared to early and late time points.

In addition to the time course analysis samples, uninfected KF1 cells, were run as

negative controls, which generated no detectable amplification within 45 cycles (Figure
3.17). In addition, isolates from other aquatic viruses such as Piscine Orthoreovirus (PRV),

Infectious Pancreatic Necrosis Virus (IPNV), Infectious Salmon Anemia Virus (ISAV), Viral
Hemorrhagic Septicemia (VHSV), and Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis Virus (IHNV) were

run to verify the specificity of the primers and probe (Figure 3.17), with the expectation

that there would be no amplification detectable due to the specificity of the TaqMan probe
technique used.

The amplification curves associated with the negative control viruses used in this

experiment all occurred after the 36th cycle. In general, with RT-qPCR many amplification

results that are detected after the 35th cycle are considered not ideal, meaning if a standard

curve would have been generated, these results likely would have been beyond the cut off

for viable results specific to the ASBV “E” gene. The non-specific amplification noted in the
aquatic viruses could be attributed to contamination, or an excess of the primers and
probe. These results suggest that in order to ensure a highly specific reaction, further
optimization of the primer and probe concentrations used was needed.
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Figure 3.17 Amplification curve of ASBV “E” gene transcription in culture time course
analysis, and aquatic viruses (PRV, IPNV, ISAV, VHSV, and IHNV) location indicated by blue
arrow.
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4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 CYTOPATHOGENIC EFFECTS AND INDIRECT IMMUNOFLUORESCENT ANTIBODY
STAINING OF KF1 AND CHSE-214 CELLS

The main research objective was to investigate the replication of ASBV by monitoring

cytopathogenic effects of ASBV on CHSE-214 and KF1 cell lines. For this experiment KF1

and CHSE-214 cell lines were infected with ASBV and monitored for cytopathogenic effects

(CPE). The KF1 cells showed CPE within 1 day of infection with ASBV, which consisted of
disruption of the cellular monolayer, stretching and splintering of the KF1 cells and
eventually death of the cells, which was observed as cells being rounded and floating in the
cell culture medium.

The CHSE-214 cells were seemingly unaffected by infection with ASBV as the cellular

monolayer remained intact and there was no detectable visual difference between infected
and uninfected cells. This is interesting as it would suggest that ASBV is either unable to
infect the CHSE-214 cells or is able to infect the cells without causing damage. This was
further investigated using indirect immunofluorescent antibody staining (IFAT).

The indirect immunofluorescent antibody (IFAT) staining portion of this research was

conducted in order to confirm the present of virus within infected cells in an alternative

way to traditional detection methods, such as detection of CPE in a plaque formation assay,
and RT-PCR, (Hematian et al., 2016) and to determine whether cytopathogenic effects were

noted on various cell lines post infection. The IFAT staining also allowed for a visualization
of the location of virus replication within the infected cells.

Early experiments of the IFAT showed that the primary antibody, a polyclonal rabbit

anti ASBV antibody was able to bind non-specifically to cellular components of the KF1
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cells, which was also noted by Falk et al., 1997. This resulted in high background

fluorescence in the uninfected KF1 cells suggestive of non-specific staining, which
decreased by use of the primary antibody pre-adsorbed with KF1 cell-treated acetone
powder.

The IFAT staining that was observed in KF1 cells infected with VT01292015-09 was

consistent with coronaviruses as it showed diffuse staining throughout the cytoplasm, and
no staining in the nuclei of the cells; coronaviruses replicate in the cytoplasm (Cavanaugh,
2005).

KF1 cells were also infected with isolate ASBV VT01052014-71. When directly

compared, the two isolates, showed different staining patterns. While staining in
VT01292015-09 was diffuse throughout the cytoplasm, VT01052014-71 showed a

punctate staining pattern in the cytoplasm. In this context punctate refers to the cytoplasm
appearing to be studded with dots of fluorescence rather than diffuse staining throughout
the cytoplasm.

It is possible that the punctate could be viral factories, which would be found in the

cytoplasm of the host cell, which have been previously described in coronaviruses such as

SARS by Ding et al., 2003 and Goldsmith et al., 2004, and Canine coronavirus by Gao et al.,
2009. Viral factories are intracellular inclusions which can increase the efficiency of viral
replication and can function to shield the virus from some of the host cell’s defences
(Moshe & Gorovits, 2012). It is however unclear why viral factories would be visible in one

isolate of ASBV and not visible in another, as the viral factories in nidoviruses can serve an
important role of hiding the viruses from innate cellular immunity dsRNA sensors (Moshe
& Gorovits, 2012).
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In addition to KF1 cells, infected CHSE-214 cells were also investigated using IFAT.

IFAT in the CHSE-214 cell line was of particular interest as these cells have been previously

investigated in the Kibenge Lab with ASBV using RT-PCR and monitored for CPE, yielding

mixed results, showing no CPE, but having a detectable amount of ASBV by RT-PCR
(Kibenge et al., 2018). While no CPE was observed in ASBV-infected cells, RT-PCR analysis
suggested that there was virus replication. IFAT staining in the CHSE-214 cells showed
fluorescence confirming that ASBV replicates in CHSE-214 cells but is non-cytopathic.

It should be noted that the background noise, related to non-specific binding is

visibly higher in these images as the antibodies were pre-adsorbed using the KF1 acetone

powder under the assumption that the areas of cellular non-specific binding would be

similar in CHSE-214 cells. Based on the images of the IFAT in CHSE-214 cells, this was

proven to be incorrect, and it is likely that an acetone powder made from CHSE-214 cells

would serve to reduce non-specific binding to a higher degree than the KF1 acetone

powder did. Despite the increased non-specific binding, it is possible to note that the

infected CHSE-214 cells showed a higher proportion of fluorescence than the uninfected
cells, therefore it is reasonable to conclude the virus replicates in the CHSE-214 cells and is
non-cytopathic.

The main research objective of this work was to investigate viral replication of ASBV

as currently very little is known about this virus. This specific research aimed to investigate

the replication kinetics of ASBV in cell culture, using KF1 and CHSE-214 cell lines, and was

successful in elucidating that ASBV caused CPE in the KF1 cell line and viral presence
within the cytoplasm via fluorescence, and that ASBV was non-cytopathic in the CHSE-214
cell line, but did show viral presence in the cytoplasm via fluorescence.
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4.2 GROWTH CURVE OF ASBV VT01292015-09 IN KF1 AND CHSE-214 CELL LINES
As a continuation of the work started by a summer student in the Kibenge Lab, Emma

Moore, a growth curve of ASBV VT01292015-09 was generated in KF1 and CHSE-214 cells.

As there was no CPE noted in CHSE-214 cells, no growth curve could be generated,
however in KF1 cells a curve was generated investigating total virus, cell free virus, and cell
associated virus.

Of the three virus harvests compared (total virus, cell associated and cell free), total

virus had the highest TCID50/mL value at all time points except for day 0. Cell associated
virus had the lowest TCID50/mL value at all time points investigated, whereas cell free

virus had the highest TCID50/mL value on day 0, however was in between cell free and
virus total at all other time points.

Overall the TCID50/mL values recorded for ASBV in KF1 cells suggest that the

concentration of virus required to kill KF1 cells is fairly high. As this study was limited to

one cell line as there was no detectable CPE in the CHSE-214 cells, the results suggest a low

infectivity based on the virus stock used, however, cannot be correlated with a low

infectivity rate in fish. In order for infectivity of ASBV to be thoroughly explored, expansion
of this work into additional cell lines, and eventually into live fish is suggested.

When comparing the total virus, cell associated and cell free virus conditions, it is

expected that total virus would yield a higher viral titer than either cell free or cell
associated, which is consistent with the findings (Kolodkin et al., 2013).
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4.3 VIRUS NEUTRALIATION ASSAY
In order to investigate ASBV neutralization properties of the anti-ASBV rabbit derived

antibody, a virus neutralization assay was performed. This was investigated as antibodies

can neutralize viruses by several mechanisms usually affecting the S protein in

Coronaviruses (Corti & Lanzavecchia, 2013). These mechanisms include blocking

attachment to the host cell, preventing penetration of the host cell membrane, or
interfering with uncoating of the virus within the cell (Corti & Lanzavecchia, 2013).

Virus neutralization of ASBV (inhibition of virus replication) by the anti-ASBV rabbit

derived antibody was observed at an antibody dilution of 10-1, 10-2, and two of the three

wells of 10-3. This shows that the anti-ASBV rabbit derived antibody is able to inhibit
replication of ASBV in KF1 cells when present in high concentrations, possibly meaning the
antibody is able to interact with the ASBV S protein and prevent binding or fusion.

A limitation that can be associated with this assay is the back titration showed

infection in one well of the 10-1 dilution of the TCID50 stock meaning the TCID50 was not

correctly diluted. This could have resulted in neutralization for dilutions above 10-3 being

masked by the virus used being more than 100 TCID50/100 µl.

4.4 CLONING OF ASBV SPIKE PROTEIN GENE AND PROTEIN EXPRESSION
This research was conducted with the goal of synthesizing the full-length S protein gene

of ASBV in order to investigate the receptor binding domain thought to be located in the S1
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subunit of the S protein. This research would allow for the characterization of the receptor
binding domain and the receptor to which it binds on the cell surface.

The original cloning strategy for this research included the synthesis of a full-length S

protein gene for ASBV. This was unsuccessful despite several attempts using various
methods. Five fragments (A to E) spanning the full length of the S protein were provided for

this study. Attempts to clone the full-length S protein gene by ligation PCR of the fragments

failed. In addition, amplification of the full-length S protein gene from viral RNA was also

attempted and was not successful.

Because of the failure to obtain a full-length clone of the S protein gene, it was decided

to focus on the AB fragment, which based on comparative analysis to other well studied
coronaviruses (Wang et al., 2013, Mou et al., 2013, Ng et al., 2014, Bonavia et al., 2003),
likely contained the entire S1 subunit of ASBV.

The ASBV receptor binding domain (RBD)

is thought to be located within the S1 subunit based on the location in other coronaviruses
(Wang et al., 2013, Mou et al., 2013, Ng et al., 2014, Bonavia et al., 2003).

Using the site-directed mutagenesis method (by ordered deletions), a full-length

construct of the AB fragment (1796 bp) was cloned. Additional constructs included a

construct that contained a portion of the RBD, and a third construct that contained no
portion of the RBD. These clones were confirmed using sequence analysis, and then were
used for protein expression.

As can be observed in Figure 3.11 the initial attempts at IPTG induction of proteins

resulted in low yield. Possible issues with protein expression include use of DH5Alpha
chemically competent cells, IPTG concentration, and induction time optimization.

DH5Alpha chemically competent cells were used as an expression vector at the suggestion
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of the Thermo Fisher LIC cloning kit. Upon further investigation, literature suggests that

DH5Alpha is not an ideal E. coli strain for expression, as it is optimized for isolation (Briand
et al., 2016). The DH5Alpha E. coli contains more proteases than other strains of E. coli that

are specifically optimized for expression, and these proteases could play a role in protein
degradation, which may have affected overall protein production.

In addition to the specific E. coli used, IPTG concentration and induction time can for

some proteins require extensive optimization, and this may have affected overall protein
production. Due to time constraints, extensive optimization was not pursued, therefore

proteins were only expressed at two induction time points and one IPTG concentration.
Various literature sources (Briand et al., 2016, Olaofe et al., 2010, Larentis et al., 2014,

Sivashanmugam et al., 2009) suggest that the induction time and IPTG concentration can

vary for each protein. This suggests that ITPG concentration, and induction time likely need
to be specifically optimized for each of the three gene constructs individually to reach
optimal protein production.

In addition to possible issues with protein expression, there are a number of

possible issues which can be identified with the protein purification technique used in this
research project. The main issue once again falls to optimization, however in this instance

it is optimization of protein extraction from E. coli. There were two extraction techniques
used; the first being freeze-thaw cycles at -80 °C, which when purified yielded no

detectable protein, and the second being sonication. It is unclear whether the extraction by
sonication was sufficient, as no proteins were successfully purified and isolated.

It is also possible that the issues with purification were related to the ability of the

protein to be bound to the purification column. While the kit provided control was bound
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and eluted without difficulty, the three ASBV S gene constructs proved more difficult. This
could be due to low affinity binding of the his-tag to the purification column, due to folding

of the proteins that resulted in the his-tag not being on an exposed surface (De Bernadez,
1998, Bornhorst & Falke, 2000). The lack of adequate purification yielded a final product
gel with far too many bands to determine the possibly induced proteins.

The main objective of this portion of the research was to determine the location of the

receptor binding domain in the S1 subunit of the S protein of ASBV. Unfortunately, due to
the inability to produce concentrated pure proteins from ASBV S protein gene constructs
for use in binding assays, this objective was not achieved.

4.5 TRANSCRIPTION STUDIES OF ASBV PUTATIVE “E” GENE
The final portion of this research focused on evaluation of transcription of a putative

“E” gene of ASBV. The E protein is a small glycoprotein that ranges in size from 76-109 AA.

For some coronaviruses, the E protein plays a role in the assembly and morphogenesis of
virions within the cell (Neuman et al., 2011). It should be noted that currently it is thought

that bafiniviruses contain only three of the five structural proteins found in some
coronaviruses, namely the S protein, membrane protein, and nucleocapsid protein (ICTV

9th Report, 2011).

To date, the envelope (E) protein has only been recorded in Arteriviruses and

Coronaviruses (ICTV 9th Report, 2011), however during analysis of the ASBV genome and
open reading frames, a putative ASBV gene was located that was approximately the same
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size and in the same location as envelope proteins in other coronaviruses (ICTV 9th Report,
2011). It was hypothesised that the protein may be a putative ASBV “E” gene.

Transcription studies were used to explore this putative gene, with the hypothesis

that as the amount of virus increased within cells, the amount of ASBV “E” gene transcripts
would also increase, as more envelope protein was needed by the virus during replication.

The first step of the transcription studies of the putative “E” gene of ASBV was the

development of a standard curve for quantitation. In order to produce a standard curve
attempts were made to clone the “E” gene from VT01292015-09 viral stock.

RT-PCR for the extracted viral RNA retuned a product that was consistent with the

size of the E gene in ASBV, and this was cloned into a vector, using the TOPO TA cloning kit,

and the insert was verified with restriction enzyme digest prior to being sent out for
sequencing. The sequence obtained did not match ASBV E gene sequence.

RT-PCR was completed on another sample of ASBV VT01292015-09 viral stock from

a previous passage, which was then cloned, and the insert size was verified, prior to

sequencing. The sequence obtained once again did not match the ASBV E gene sequence.
The two clones had a 94.2% sequence identity.

The sequence identity between the two clones from separate RNA extractions of

different ASBV passages could suggest that the RNA virus had mutated in the subsequent
passages since the original isolate. This could occur as RNA viruses experience mutations at
a higher rate than DNA viruses (Drake & Holland, 1999). It is also possible that the primer
pair was not specific and annealed to another area of the genome that yielded roughly the
same product size as the expected ASBV “E” gene, however it is unclear where this may
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have occurred as the primers were verified for homology against the entire ASBV genome
prior to commencing the RT-PCR using Amplify4 (University of Wisconsin) .

As a sequence confirmed clone of the ASBV “E” gene was not obtained, no standard

curve for absolute quantitation of the ASBV “E” gene was produced, however, the time

course analysis of transcription of the ASBV “E” gene proceeded, with the understanding
that a housekeeping gene could be used for relative quantitation in the absence of a

standard curve. The time points analysed were Day 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14. The RT-qPCR

analysis showed that mean Ct values, increased from Day 1 to Day 7 and decreased from

Day 7 to Day 10 and 14. This could suggest that transcription of the ASBV “E” gene within
the infected cells was increasing over time until it leveled off or peaked prior to slowly

decreasing, as most of the cells became infected with the virus, and virus replication
decreased.

A number of other fish viruses including PRV, ISAV, IPNV, VHSV, and IHNV were

used to verify the specificity of the primers and probe. As can be observed in Figure 3.17
the Ct values of the negative control viruses used in this experiment all occurred after the

36th amplification cycle. During initial optimization of the RT-qPCR protocol it was

determined that samples that contained no viral RNA (but did contain master mix, primers,

probe, and water) produced Ct values that occurred between the 36th and 40th amplification

cycles. Therefore, it is possible that further optimization of the primer and probe
concentration was required in order to yield a more specific test.

At this time, it isn’t possible to conclude whether the putative ASBV “E” gene is in

fact an envelope protein or homologue. Further research into this putative gene is required,
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however the preliminary results presented in this research do support the possibility of a
putative ASBV “E” gene.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As ASBV is a recently isolated virus, there are a number of specific research

questions that currently remain unanswered. An overarching conclusion to this research is
the difficulty of characterization of novel fish viruses, and the need for additional research.

Given the opportunity to continue this research I would suggest an expansion of the

IFAT analysis of ASBV into various fish cell lines, optimization of the protein isolation and

subsequent binding of cellular lysates assays, as well as expansion of the “E” transcription
studies into additional cell lines and development of the standard curve for use in absolute
quantitation.

Additionally, it is suggested that the feasibility of use of a native SDS PAGE gel to

visualize the host cell surface receptor bound to the virus receptor binding domain be

investigated for use to help identify the host cell surface receptor. Another interesting
direction for this research could include a fluorescent timeline infectivity study of ASBV in
various cell lines using flow cytometry to determine the proportion of infected cells at
different time points. Finally, I would suggest robust binding studies using lysates from
additional cell lines to determine a complete host infection potential analysis of ASBV.
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